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Absfrocf-In this paper, robotic sensor fusion of 
acceleration and force measurement is considered. We 
discuss the problem of using accelerometers close l o  the 
end-effedors of robotic manipulators and how it may 
improve the force contml performance. We introduce B 

new model-based observer appmaeh to sensor fusion of 
information fmm vmious dillerent sensors. During contact 
transition, accelerometers and force sensors play a very 
important role and it can overcome many of the difficulties 
of uncertain models and unknown emironments, which limit 
the domain of application of currents robots used without 
external sensory feedback. A model of the robot-grinding tool 
using the new sensors was obtained by system identification. 
A n  impedance control scheme was proposed to veriry the 
improvement The experiments were carried out on an A B B  
industrial robot with open control system architedure. 

Keywords: Forre Control, Observers, Sensor Fusion, 
Impedance Control, Robot Control. 

I. INTKODUCTION 
It is well known that for a robotic manipulator without 

sensors on the end-effector, the end-effector has to follow 
a path in its workspace without regard to any feedback 
other than its joints shaft encoder or resolvers. This fact 
imposes severe limitations on certain tasks where an 
interaction between the robot and the environment is 
needed. However, with the help of sensors, a robot can 
exhibit an ”adaptive behavior” [2], the robot being able 
to deal flexibly with changes in its environment and to 
execute complicated skilled tasks. 

Robot manipulator contact task execution represents an 
important problem as many tasks exist in which the robot 
is required to make intentional contact with fixed objects 
in the robot’s work environment. These tasks include 
grinding, deburring and drilling, to name a few. 

Whereas force sensor may be used to achieve force 
control, force sensors may have drawbacks if used in 
harsh environments and their measurements complex 
because they reflect forces other than contact forces such 
as inertial forces. Furthermore, there can be large benefits 
combining force estimates from model based observers 

with force and acceleration measurements in work with 
heavy to& in force interaction with the environment [SI. 

The problem formulation is as follows. When we want to 
get into contact with a surface using the end-effector of a 
robotic manipulator, the force sensor measures two kinds 
of forces: the environmental or contact force ( F )  and the 
inertial force produced by acceleration (id), that is: 

u = F + ~ d  (1) 

Usually, the task undertaken requires the control of the 
force F. 

The main contihution of this paper is the proposition 
of a new fusion of force and acceleration sensors into 
robot systems using an observer based in a Kalman Filter 
which combines the mentioned sensors with the goal of 
obtaining a suitable environmental force estimator. We 
focus on a robotic manipulator at which we have coupled 
two sensors on the end-effector, namely: a six-DOF wrist 
force sensor JR3@ and one accelerometer to measure the 
acceleration, both are read in real time at the control level. 

To verify the observer proposed, impedance control has 
been used [SI. It offers the possibility of controlling the 
dynamic relation between position of the robot tip and 
force exerted with the same control loop. The impedance 
relationship between force ( P )  and position (x) used in this 
paper is represented by the equation 

F(t) = K;x(r)+D;i( t )  (2) 

where the positive gains Kz and Dz represent design param- 
eters for stiffness and damping, respectively. Then, making 
the following impedance variable Z(s) converge to zero we 
can control the system [SI. 

Z ( s )  = KTx(s)  +D,sx(s) - F ( s )  (3) 

This paper is structured as follows. In Section the contact 
force observer is presented. In Sec. Ill,  we describe the 
experimental setup and the sensing system. In Sec. N, 
modeling of the system and the sensor fusion developed 
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Fig. I. 
lhc ohwver. 

Force ileraction in the pending 1001 mass simplified 10 design 

is described. Section V shows some results obtained with 
the simulations and the experiments. Finally, we present 
the discussion and the conclusions in Sections VI and Vn, 
respectively. 

11. FORCE OBSERVERS 
The objective of the force observer is to estimate the 

environmental force, that is, to separate the external forces 
and distal end-effector inertia forces in the measurement 
given by the force sensor. From Fig. 1, denoting the state 
of motion 5 = (51 > < z ) r  = (~,- i )~,  Eq. (2) can be rewritten 
as 

m < l = u - F  (4) 

where F is the unknown environmental force, U is the force 
measurement from the JR3 sensor and 51 is the position 
of the tool. Writing Eq. (4) in state space form, we have 

As position, acceleration and force are assumed to be 
available to measurement, the outputs y of OUT system 
description may be arranged as 

or 
0 0  

y =  
-c4 n o  - -  

m m  
where all outputs are multiplied by a configurable gain ci 

to be calibrated. In brief notation, we have 

Y = C l  + D  (;) 
Sfafic Force Observers 

would be 
A force observer suggested from these relationships 

= - 1 (0 c4 - c z )y  
c3c4 

Provided that the calibration constants { c ; } f l  are known 
and non-zero, the observer will offer an exact measurement 
of the force F without any observer dynamics. A direct 
calculation gives 

Dynamic Force Observers 

space formulation, we have 
Converting the equations of motion into a standard state 

(11) 
( = A { + B ( u - F )  
y = cg + D . U + D ~ F  ( 

where the manices A,B, C,D. and DF can be obtained from 
Eqs. (7) and ( 5 )  as 

As previously mentioned, a Kalman filter is proposed to 
estimate the environmental force in system (11). In this 
context, an observer is used where the input F has not been 
considered and the resultant bias between data and Kalman 
filter output is instrumental for estimation of external forces 
acting on the system 

i= A ~ ^ + B ~  4- KCV -9)  
(13) { y^= C t + D u u  

- - ^ ^  

where 5 corresponds to the 5 estimation being 5 = ( 5 1 5 2 ) ~  
and with the gain matrix 

I - 
The dynamics of the estimation error 5 = 5 - 5 are 
obtained as 

f = ( A - K C ) & ( B + K D ~ ) F  - (15) 

y = y - y ^ = c { + D ~ F  (16) 

Then, if the matrix A - KC has eigenvalues with negative 
real part so that the observer be stable, an observer-based 
dynamic force observer may be suggested as 

F^ = D L ( C Z - 3  (17) 

with the property - 
F  ̂ = D J ( - C ~ + ~ = D @ F F = F  ( 1 8 )  

In the case studied here where DJC = 0, a particularly 
simple form of an unbiased force observer is obtained as - 

F = DLy (19) 
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Stochastic Force Estimation Ermr Dynamics 

consider the system dynamics 
In the case where stochastic disturbances are present, we 

~ ~ = A ~ + B ( ~ - F ) + v ,  
(20) 

y = C5 +DUu +DrF + Vy 

with 

The stochastic properties of the static and dynamic force 
estimation errors F, respectively, will be 

- - 
F = F - F = F - D : ~ = - D + v ~  (21) 

o(F} = 0, ~ " ( F F } = D : Q ( D ? ) '  (22) 

F = F-F=F-D>()--c~)=-D;v, (23) 

and 
I - - 

& ( F }  = 0, &{FF}=L$Q(D$)'  (24) 

Using transfer function notation, we have 

F^(s) = D&C(.SI-A i- K C ) - I ( E - i - K D r )  + D r ] F ( s )  

+ D:vy(s) (25 )  
= F(s)+D;vi(s) (26) 

Whereas these force estimators are unbiased, they are 
sensitive to accelerometer noise and it is worthwhile to 
consider other force observer SmcNreS with low-pass 
properties. 

Low-pass Force Obsemer Structures 

As the unbiased force estimators are sensitive to ac- 
celerometer noise, it is worthwhile to consider other force 
observer shuctures with low-pass properties. In search of 
such observer structures, component-wise application of 
the observer (15) gives 

~ I = - ~ I I C I ~ I + ~ ? + ~ I I C ~ ~ I +  ,~ U - K ~ Y  (27) 
k12c2 + k i ~  - - -  

- 
Using Eq. (271, an expression for the dynamics of 51 can 
he found as 

with 

A l = k t i c i I  ho=k~ici 

Then, for slowly time-varying enIironmenta1 forces F,  it 
is possible to obtain an estimate F as 

F ^ = m ( p - ~ & )  (30) 
I 

Defining the force estimation error as F = F - F  ̂ and 
considering Eqs. (IS) and (30). the observer dynamics may 
be summarized as the state space system: 

- 
(31) 

f = (A-  KC)< - B F + K D , ~ -  K~ - { '  F = F - m ( ~  -A&) 

where F is the input and F is the output. The transfer 
function from F to F is: 

where H ( s )  is a strictly stable transfer function for all kll > 
0 and k21 > 0. It has one zero at s = 0 which shows that 
the force estimation error converges to zero for constant 
environmental forces. Moreover, the parameters &-and p 
contain all the information ahout the behavior of F ;  and, 
according to (281, by choosing appropriate observer gains 
kjj, it is possible to shape these dynamics. Using Eqs. (30) 
and (28), we calculate the estimated force as 

F^ = m(-kzlcl$~ +kzlc151 + kZDFiu- k2y) (33) 

where using (6). c2 = m and the rest of cj = 1 we obtain 

(34) 

In order to provide suitable values for kjj, we note that 
when 51 converges to zero according to specified dynamics, 
then it is suitable that Eq. (34) fulfills Newton's second law 
expressed in Eq. (4) thus imposing the following condition 

- - 
F = k z y -  k?,m& - kzlrngl 

- 

k23 = 1 (35) 

111. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
The robot-tool system is composed of the following 

devices and sensors (Fig. 2): an ABB robot; a wrist force 
sensor; a compliant grinding tool--i.e., a device called 
Optidri\,e@ that links the robot tip and the tool offering a 
compliant response-and, finally, an accelerometer. Fig. 3 
shows a scheme of the system. 

The robotic system used in this experiment was based 
on an ABB robot (Irh 2400) situated in the Robotics Lab 
at the Department of Automatic Control, Lund University. 
A totally open architecture is its main characteristic, 
permitting the implementation and evaluation of advanced 
control strategies. The controller was implemented in 
MatlabISimulink using the Real Time Workshop of 
Matlab, and later compiled and linked to the Open 
Robot Control System [81. "he wrist sensor used was a 
DSP-based forceltorque sensor of six degrees of freedom 
from JR3. The tool used for our experiments was a 
grinding tool with a weight of 12 kg. The mechanical 
device Optidrive-in itself a linear force sensor-the 
purpose of which was to provide to the tool additional 
damping contact with the environment, was considered 
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Fig. 2. nlhc crperimrnral wtup. An ABB industrial mhot IRB 2400 
with an open m n ~ l  architecture system is used. The impedance cmud 
is performed pelpendieular IO the s m n .  Mereas the accelerometer is 
placcd on thc grinding 1001. the Optidrive is placcd baween the tml and 
the 3R3 sensor. 

I %  I =  * I- I- 
AX 

Fig. 3. Schcmatic mbot-tml system with force scnmr fusion where x.0 
reprrsenll the pasflion of Ihe rahat end-effector tip. I is the position of 
thc tool and &xis he disk" betwecn them 

as a spring-damping system and provided a measure of 
the force exerted between its extremes. In this sense, the 
variable AX was indirectly measured through this force. 
The accelerometer was placed on the tip of the tw l  to 
measure its acceleration. The accelerometer and Optidrive 
signals were read by the robot controller in real time via 
an analog input. 

For the environment, a vertical screen made of cardboard 
was used to represent the physical constraint (Fig. 4). The 
situation was modelled as a regular linear spring with 

The stiffness of the screen, k,i,f. was determined exper- 
imentally with a value of 5 Nlmm. The impedance was 
controlled in the direction perpendicular to this screen, in 
the x direction of the robot system. From the impedance 
relationship, the stationary position depend on the relation 

Fig. 4. a) A  eree en rcprcrenling a physical constraint where is (he 
IDcalion of the meen, 1- the swionary position, and X, the desired 
ps i t ion  in E- or unconstrvined "ion (left). when the robt was in 
contact with the cnviranmem. thc  ont tact force was madcllcd as a lincar 
spnng. Without contact (righ,), Ihc force WLS zem. 

between the environmental stiffness and the robot stiffness. 
If stiff robot control was to be accomplished, then x, must 
be chosen close to 1,. whereas a stiff environment lead to 
x, being close to x, [51. 

1v. MOUELlNG AND IUENTlFlCATlON 

The model used to design the impedance controller, 
which included the robot and the Optidrive grinding tool 
subsystem, was considered using only one Cartesian di- 
rection (x) of the robot which corresponds with the tool 
compliance (Fig. 3). As the system was composed by the 
robot and the tool with the Optidrive device, it was neces- 
sary to obtain the dynamics of both subsystems. Previously, 
the calibration of the accelerometer and the Optidrive were 
done using the JR3 force sensor. For the experiment needed 
for the modeling of the accelerometer, the compliance of 
the Optidrive device was blocked. Using the acceleration 
estimation calculated from the robot kinematics and its 
position sensors, and the acceleration measured by the 
accelerometer, a model was estimated to finally calibrate 
the sensor. The model proposed was an output-error model 

where k is sample index, q is the forward shift operator 
(h = 4 ms), {q} normally distributed white noise and 

B ( q )  =4.0483-7.3764q-1+3.5761y-2; 
F ( q )  = 1 -2.16574-1 + 1.6729q-' -0.4425q-3; 

where the parameters were estimated using a prediction 
error method [4] and the Matlab System Identification 
Toolbox 171. Figure 5 shows the agreement between the 
measured acceleration data and the estimated model output 
of the robot. 

With respect to the robot, a linear dynamic model 
showing the relation between the position reference (x,) 
and the current position of the robot tip (xrJ (Fig. 3) 
was identified. An output-error model was calculated using 
the System Identification Toolbox of Matlab, the resulting 
model being as follows: 

(37) 
1.2348q-' - 1.5084q~2+0.3011q-' 

G1(q) = 1 - 1.13494q-~ + 0.0775q-2 - 0.0006q-3 
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Pip. S. Comparison k l w c e n  the aceeleralion ohlainEd using 1hc 
mhot (solid) and thc estimated acceleration (dahcd) obtained using the 
accclmometm. l’hc samc input i s  uad for h t h  si~nals. 

On the other hand, the transfer function of the Optidrive- 
tool subsystem that relates x with x,a can be written as: 

where inlooi is the equivalent mass, that is, 
this mass includes the mass of the Optidrive, 
the accelerometer mass and the grinding tool 
(fnrml = J ~ ~ M ~ ~  + Inorrel.romelpr + mo,,r;d,;,r). 

In order to estimate the parmeters of G2-that is, inrool, 
the Optidrive stiffness k, and damping d-a least-squares 
approach was used. Then, considering the whole system 
model (i.e., robot, tool and sensors) and using (37) and 
(381, the state space equations of the system were: 

(39) 

where X = [fr&b,x7b,x,.i]r and 

49.6 -55.8 0.4 0 
658 641 4.8 0 

9077.2 -1263 0 
0 0 0 1 

0 dlmrooi kl:n,,i -klw, l  -dlw,, 
/ 214 \ 

1.2348 -1.5084 0.3011 0 0 -444 

B=l7;8l,C=( 0 1 0) 

v. SIMULATIONS A N 0  EXI’FRIMENTS 

The impedance control approach was chosen as the 
control law to verify the improvement in force control 

performance using the force observer designed. In this 
sense, a LQR controller was used to make the relation of 
impedance proposed in (3) goes to zero L51. The control 
law applied was 

U = -U: +cF+ l,xr (40) 

with c as the force gain in the impedance control, F^ 
the estimated environmental force, which in our case it 
was estimated using the force observer, x, the position 
reference and l ,  the position gain constant, L being 
calculated considering (39). 

The matrices Q and R representing penalties on the states 

Q =  [ I ; ;, :] R=1000 (41) 

0 0 D, 

These choices were made considering that K, and D, 
affect the stiffness and the damping of the robot in the 
impedance relation and K, and D, related to the stiffness 
and the damping of the tool. Specific parameters values 
for our experiments were K, = 10 K, = IO; D, = 1; D, = 1. 

To estimate the acceleration and velocity of the robot, 
an observer was developed [ 5 ] .  For the force observer, an 
appropriate gain K was chosen following the restriction 
(35) and the conditions AI, Ao 2 0. Then, the gains were 
selected as klt =0.38; ki2 =O; k l j  = -0.0073; k21 =9.05; 
k22 = 0; ka = 1. The gain matrix L was calculated using 
(39) and (41), obtaining a value L = [0.0127 -0.0034 
-0.0002 0.0080 0.00741. The gain I, results equal to 1 23. 

For the experiment, the controller was implemented on 
an open robot control architecture with a sample time 
of 4 ms [PI. The simulations as well as the experiments 
carried out consisted of three phases: an initial movement 
in free space, a contact transition, and later, a movement 
in constrained space. The simulation of the experiment 
using the force OhServer is shown in Fig. 6 which shows 
how the observer avoids the inertial force at the beginning 
of the movement. m e  experiment on the real robot is 
shown in Fig. 7 which depicts, at the top, the force 
measurement from the JR3 sensor (left) and the force 
observer output (right) while at the bottom, the acceleration 
of the tool getting in contact with the environment (left), 
and the observer compensation (right) are shown. The robot 
position during this experiment is shown in Fig. 8. 

and the control signal were chosen as 

0.01 0 0 0 0 
D , 0 0 0  

VI. DISCUSSION 

In the experimental results, it is appreciated how the 
observer avoids the inertial force produced when the robot 
starfs the movement (Fig. 7 at I = 7.8s) and also when the 
end-effector tip got into contact (Fig, 7 at I = 8.5s). 
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Fig. 6. Simulalim of Ihe JK3 measurement (left) and the Iorm ohsewer 
oulpui (right). Note how lhe ohrwer avoids the inenid effccls lor I < 0.3s 
(x, =SO and I, = 80). 
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~ i g .  7. wrcc mcaSm"nt fmm thc wriri sensor In3 ("ppr-ldt). h e  
ohscwcr outpul (upper-right). A~ce lml ion  of the rob01 lip (lower-left) 
and obsmer compensalion (lower-righl). The mho1 gel into contact a 
r = &. It is apprcciated how the ohsewer eliminalcs the inenid effects 
(r = 7.8s and I = 8.5s) and Ihe naisc iniroduccd hy the sensors. 

x Position 01 VR robot 

Fig. 8. Rcfrrence and real position of the robot during the experiment 
using the force ohsmer information 10 ~xecule tho impedance conlml. 
The screen is silualcd in x = 780. 

As the accelerometer was affected by the robot reso- 
nance (Fig. 7 (lower-left)), it must be pointed out that with 
simple addition of accelerometer sensors we would have a 
final signal with too much noise. The solution presented 
in this work for t ius aspect reduced this problem but the 
selection of the observer gains requires a trade off between 
the noise of the output and a fast response of our observer 
output. Finally, for appropriate choice of coefficients with 
an interesting result of this observer shown in Eq. (34). 
it can be seen that for a position estimated error equal to 
zero, the force observer fulfills Newton's second law where 
F would be the contact force. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
To estimate properly the environmental force in situa- 

tions where the robot works in either free and constrained 
space, a force observer that takes into account the external 
forces, the position of the tool and the acceleration mea- 
surements at the end of the tool has been developed. 

The main goal of the proposed force observer was to 
have an environmental force estimation permitting design 
of force control where the inertial forces do not interfere. 
This fact implies the improvement of the performance of 
the transition stage where the robot tasks leads to a contact 
between the robot tool and the environment. To verify the 
behavior of the observer simulations and experiments with 
an industrial robot were done. 
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